We show any linear optical function on a coherent light beam, such as arbitrary spatial mode coupling and conversion, can be progressively and adaptively designed in a feedbackcontrolled dynamically self-configuring and self-stabilizing integrated optics approach. Historically, we have had many ways of designing and building optical components and configuring complex integrated optics circuits and structures. But recent problems such as spatial mode multiplexing and demultiplexing for communications have emphasized that we have not had a simple approach to the design of arbitrary optical components; indeed, we have not historically known even whether linear optical components that do not otherwise violate basic laws of physics are generally even possible. Recent approaches based on blind, iterative, arbitrary design of nanophotonic structures are promising for the possibility of making arbitrary mode converters or demultiplexers [1] [2] [3] [4] , though these design approaches require time-consuming global optimization algorithms; but such specific successes do not prove whether it is possible even in principle to separate out arbitrary overlapping orthogonal light beams or modes without fundamental splitting loss. Furthermore, though such approaches offer remarkably compact components with interesting functions, they do not address the issue of how we might make complex functionalities that can adapt in real time, such as spatial mode demultiplexing that can compensate for changes in spatial mode coupling in a fiber. And, as we think about more complex circuits and functions, it is not clear that we have an approach to calibrate and stabilize sophisticated interferometric circuits that we might need for such functions. Recently, we devised an approach that addresses all of these issues [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The device in Fig. 2 can be trained with input and output beams to implement any desired linear transformation [5] [6] [7] . If the training beams are "keyed" in some way, such as with small amplitude modulations, and the detectors only look for such keyed signals, the alignment can be carried out continuously in the background; this gives a feedback-controlled dynamically selfconfiguring and self-stabilizing integrated optical system, requiring only simple local feedback loops that could be easily implemented electronically.
Other extensions of this approach allow (i) spatial reconfigurable add-drop filtering to extract specific spatial modes while leaving the other modes unchanged [9] , and (ii) systems that can automatically find all the orthogonal channels through a linear optical system [10] , such as a multimode fiber with mode coupling. Fig. 2 . Waveguides, MZIs, detectors and additional modulators for an arbitrary "four segment" linear optical device [7] . 
